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more tolerable for both whites and Indians In particulai
it is ideal for the cultivation of cacao This plant because
of its heavy pods must be sheltered from strong winds and
it also needs abundant rain uniformly high temperature and
fertile soil It also requires shade and this is obtained by
growing it alternately with bananas Ecuador and Colombia
contain the krgest area of land offering such conditions but
since the cultivation and preparation of cacao demand such
an amount of careful labour the premiership in this industry
has passed to West Af nca The go-as you please attitude
of parts of South America is in fact responsible for the loss
of one industry after another Production of all kinds from
rubber to sugar and from cinchona to nitrates is passing
more and more to areas not so well fitted by nature
With coffee produced at 3000 6000 feet there has been
more insistence on maintaining quality and this product has
succeeded in retaining its hold on the world s markets Some
cotton is grown in Colombia and recently more attention has
been paid to it in Ecuador Mandioca the staple food of the
people is produced from cassava a root native to the
region From it a flour fanna and the tapioca of commerce
are prepared Conditions for nee are ideal in the lowlands
but little is grown Coco-nuts and bananas grow wild in
great profusion but the production of copra is unimportant
since the West Indies are much nearer the fruit markets of
Europe. Forest wealth is considerable but scarcely touched
as yet Tagua nuts the source of vegetable ivory mangrove
bark and other tanning materials rubber chicle (the gum
of the zapote-tree the chief constituent of chewing gum)
mahogany and other timbers are all natural products In
tbe eastern foot hills coca leaves and cinchona bark are
^ahtable products yielding cocaine and quinine two most
uaaportant drugs But the production of rubber and cinchona

